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In late autumn of 1915 at the Amsterdam architectural association's (Architectura et Amicitia) sixtieth anniversary exhibit, the thirty-one-year-old architect, Michel de Klerk made his first major statement in urban design. A display of photographs and drawings illustrated the two housing blocks and shops which he designed facing each other across the communal park in the Spaarndammerbuurt workers' quarter of northwest Amsterdam. These were subsequently built, by 1918, and then, within the next two years, a third, larger housing block, also comprising a post office and meeting hall was added to the ensemble and had the singular virtue of creating an unique and unified urban setting. Together this group of buildings and city spaces (ftgures I-j) constitute a memorable example of Dutch architecture and epitomize, as weIl, many of the finest values of the Dutch expressionist movement, the 'Amsterdam School'.l For these reasons the area around the park, or the 'plantsoen' as it is called, has been the subject of many studies for the fifty years since its completion. Most of these have only been concerned with one aspect of the buildings, or, if more than one, in an offhand, gene rally superficial way. This paper intends to provide a fuller documentation by describing the buildings in detail, placing them in their urban context, discussing their historical and theoretic bases, and by considering aspects of the cultural and social milieu in which they evolved. Their commemorative record would be incomplete without some of the responses, positive and otherwise, that de Klerk's designs have occasioned, and several of these are included. One such contemporary evaluation is useful to note at this point as a summary to the problems being addressed by the city of Amsterdam. It is complimentary to de Klerk and was made by the architectural critic of the Amsterdam daily, De Telegraaj, on completion of the second housing block: 'I am extremely happy with it because it can serve as a fruitful example; I want all who build in Amsterdam to see how one can relate buildings and open spaces, how one can attain unity between various street walls, how workers' dwellings can be the subject of monumental solutions, how the unity which is obtained excludes neither variety of form nor variety of color. The Spaarndammerplantsoen may pass as one of the ways in which the modern square [Dutch: 'plein'] can be solved.'2 Immediately after World War I local and national agencies of government in Holland, which could do lütle during the war years to alleviate the acute housing shortages, began to make financial means available for housing. 3 However, long before the war, uncontrolled urban growth had been brought to an end by the Netherlands Housing Act of 1901 which required every community of more than 10,000 inhabitants to draw up an expansion plan. The Act encouraged the sponsorship of low cost housing by private foundations and associations by making government financing available to them. Significantly, these were socially oriented groups. Also, by 1905, Amsterdam officials had drawn up rigid building codes that set high standards of safety, durability and hygiene for all new building. 4 Moreover, two commissions were in existence to advise the Mayor and Aldermen of Amsterdam on the esthetic quality of architectural projects. These were the 'Commission on Beauty', first organized in 1898 and
